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Abstract

We present an ecient external-memory dynamic data structure for point location in monotone planar subdivisions. Our
data structure uses O(N=B ) disk blocks to store a monotone
subdivision of size N , where B is the size of a disk block.
It supports queries in O(log2B N ) I/Os (worst-case) and updates in O(log2B N ) I/Os (amortized).
We also propose a new variant of B -trees, called levelbalanced B -trees, which allow insert, delete, merge, and split
operations in O((1+ Bb logM=B NB ) logb N ) I/Os (amortized),
2  b  B=2, even if each node stores a pointer to its parent. Here M is the size of main memory. Besides being essential to our point-location data structure, we believe that
level-balanced B-trees are of signi cant independent interest. They can, for example, be used to dynamically maintain a planar st-graph using O((1 + Bb logM=B NB ) logb N ) =
O(log 2B N ) I/Os (amortized) per update, so that reachability
queries can be answered in O(logB N ) I/Os (worst case).

1 Introduction
Planar point location, a widely studied problem in computational geometry, is de ned as follows: Given a planar subdivision  with N vertices (i.e., a decomposition of the plane into polygonal regions induced by a
straight-line planar graph), preprocess  into a data
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structure so that the face of  containing a query point
can be reported quickly. This problem arises in several applications, including graphics, spatial databases,
and geographic information systems. The planar subdivisions arising in many of these applications are too
massive to t in internal memory and must reside on
disk. In such instances, the I/O communication is the
bottleneck instead of the CPU running time. Most
of the work to date, especially when we also allow to
change the edges and vertices of  dynamically, has
focused on minimizing the CPU running time under
the assumption that the subdivision ts in main memory [7, 9, 10, 14, 15, 22]. Only a few static (or batched
dynamic) results are known for I/O-ecient point location when the subdivision is stored in external memory [5, 16, 25].
In this paper we develop the rst space- and I/Oecient dynamic data structure for planar point location in monotone subdivisions. We also propose a variant of B-trees in which each node stores a pointer to
its parent and show that insert, delete, merge, and split
operations can be performed eciently. This structure
is of independent interest and can, for example, be used
to obtain I/O-ecient dynamic data structure for answering various queries in planar st-graphs.1

1.1 Previous results

A polygon is called monotone in direction  if any line in
direction =2 +  intersects the polygon in a connected
interval; a convex polygon is monotone in every direction. A planar subdivision  is monotone if all faces of
 are monotone in a xed direction. Every convex subdivision is a monotone subdivision. In the remainder of
this paper we use the term a monotone subdivision to
denote a subdivision that is monotone in the x-direction.
In internal memory, Edelsbrunner et al. [14] proposed an optimal data structure for point location in
monotone subdivisions with O(N ) space, O(N ) preprocessing time, and O(log N ) query time. For arbitrary planar subdivisions, the preprocessing time is
O(N log N ); see also [22]. If we allow the edges and
1 A planar directed acyclic graph, with a given embedding, is
called an st-graph if it has unique source and sink vertices lying
on the boundary of the same face.

vertices to be changed dynamically, two linear-space
structures are known for general subdivisions: one
by Cheng and Janardan [9] that answers queries in
O(log2 N ) time and supports updates in O(log N ) time;
the other by Baumgarten et al. [7] that supports queries
in O((log N ) log log N ) time (worst-case), insertions in
O((log N ) log log N ) time (amortized), and deletions in
O(log2 N ) time (amortized). Both structures store the
edges of the subdivision in an interval tree [13] constructed on their x-projection (as rst suggested in [15])
and use this structure to answer vertical ray-shooting
queries: for a query point p, nd the rst edge, if any, of
 hit by the ray emanating from p in the (+y)-direction.
The face containing p can then be found in O(log N )
time [20]. A summary of known results can be found in
the recent survey [23].
In this paper we are interested in the problem of dynamically maintaining a monotone subdivision on disk,
so that the number of I/O operations (or I/Os) used to
perform a query or an update is minimized. We consider the problem in the standard two-level I/O model
proposed by Aggarwal and Vitter [1]. In this model N
denotes the number of elements in the problem instance,
M is the number of elements tting in internal memory,
and B is the number of elements per disk block, where
M < N and 2  B  M=2. An I/O is the operation of
reading (or writing) a disk block from (or into) external
memory. Computations can only be done on elements
present in internal memory. Our measures of performance are the number of I/Os used to solve a problem
and the amount of space (disk blocks) used.
Aggarwal and Vitter [1] considered sorting and related problems in the I/O model and proved that sorting requires ( NB logM=B NB ) I/Os. Subsequently, I/Oecient algorithms and data structures have been developed for numerous problems|see recent surveys for
a sample of these results [2, 3, 26]. All previous results on point location in external memory have been
either static or batched dynamic: Goodrich et al. [16]
designed a static data structure using O(N=B ) space to
store a monotone subdivision of size N so that a query
can be answered in optimal O(logB N ) I/Os. They also
developed a structure for answering a batch of K pointlocation queries in optimal O( N +BK logM=B N ) I/Os.
Arge et al. [5] extended the batched result to general
subdivisions and Arge et al. [4] to an o -line dynamic
setting in which a sequence of queries and updates are
given in advance and all the queries should be answered
as the sequence of operations are performed. Vahrenhold and Hinrichs considered the problem under some
practical assumptions about the input data [25].

1.2 Our results
In this paper we present the rst provably I/O-ecient
dynamic data structure for point location in a monotone

planar subdivision . Our structure uses O(N=B ) disk
blocks to store , answers queries in O(log2B N ) I/Os
in the worst-case, and inserts/deletes edges and vertices
in O(log2B N ) I/Os amortized per edge/vertex. Here
we assume that an update operation is admissible only
if the subdivision remains planar and monotone after
the operation. Our algorithm rst detects whether an
update operation is admissible and carries it out only if
it is.
In order to answer the queries eciently, we introduce a total order  on the edges of , as in [21, 24].
As edges are inserted or deleted the order may change
considerably. We maintain the order in a separate Btree-like data structure using split and merge operations. Each node of this structure stores a pointer to its
parent. Although merge and split operations on standard B-trees can be performed in O(logB N ) I/Os, updating the parent pointers requires (B logB N ) I/Os.
We therefore introduce a new variant of B-trees called
level-balanced B-trees in which parent pointers can be
maintained eciently. For 2  b  B=2, level-balanced
B-trees use O(N=B ) blocks to store N elements, and
support insert, delete, merge, and split operations in
O((1 + Bb logM=B NB ) logb N ) = O(log2B N ) I/Os amortized.
We believe that the level-balanced B-trees are of signi cant independent interest. They can, for example, be
used to dynamically maintain a planar st{graph using
O((1 + Bb logM=B NB ) logb N ) = O(log2B N ) I/Os amortized per update, so that reachability queries (of the
form \is there a path from x to y?") can be answered
in O(logB N ) I/Os worst-case.

2 Static Point Location
In this section we present a static data structure for
point location, which we will dynamize in the next section. Let  be a monotone subdivision with N vertices. We assume that all vertices in  have distinct
x-coordinates, and that there are no unbounded edges
in . Our structure can easily be extended to handle
subdivisions in which these assumptions do not hold.
We use s and t to denote the leftmost and the rightmost vertices of . We present a data structure for
the vertical ray-shooting problem: Preprocess  into a
data structure so that the rst edge of , if any, hit
by a query ray in the (+y)-direction emanating from a
query point p can be reported eciently. As in internal
memory, the face containing p can easily be found once
the ray-shooting query is answered. Our data structure
extends to an arbitrary set of disjoint segments, but we
focus on monotone subdivisions because at present we
do not know how to dynamize the structure for arbitrary
segments.

2.1 Ordering the edges

We rst de ne a total order on the edges of , originally
introduced by Tamassia and Preparata [24], which will
be crucial for our structure. We regard  as a directed
planar st-graph with the edges of  directed from left to
right. We de ne the dual graph of , denoted by  , to
be the directed planar graph in which there is a vertex
f  for every bounded face f of  and two vertices s
and t for the unbounded face. For every edge e 2 ,
adjacent to two faces f1 and f2 with f1 lying below f2 ,
we add the edge e = (f1 ; f2) in  ; if f1 (resp., f2 )
is the unbounded face, then the edge in  is (s ; f2 )
(resp., (f1 ; t )). See Figure 1 a) and b).
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Figure 1: a) . b) Dual  . c) Order of edges in .
We say that there is a path from an edge e to another
edge e0 in  if there is a path e = e1 ; e2 ; : : : ; el = e0
in . It can be shown that there is a path from ei to
ej in  if and only if there is no path from ei to ej in
 ; see e.g. [24]. For a pair ei ; ej 2  of edges, we say
ei  ej if either there is a path from ei to ej in  or
there is a path from ei to ej in  . See Figure 1 c).

Lemma 1 (Tamassia-Preparata [24])
(i)  de nes a total order on the edges of .
(ii) Let E be a subset of the edges of  so that all segments in E intersect a vertical line `. If E is sorted
according to  then ` intersects the edges in E in
sorted order.

2.2 Overall structure

In the following we make frequent use of (a; b)-trees [18].
In (a; b)-trees the leaves are all on the same level and
they contain the elements stored in the structure. All
internal nodes (except possibly the root) have between
a and b children. In most of this paper, a; b = (B c ) for
some constant 0 < c  1, and each leaf contains (B )
data elements. Such a structure storing N elements is
thus a (B c )-ary tree over O(N=B ) leaves. Each leaf as
well as internal node ts in one disk block, and thus the
tree occupies O(N=B ) blocks. The height of the tree
is O(logBc N ) = O(logB N ). Insert, delete, and search
operations can be performed in O(logB N ) I/Os [18]. A

normal B-tree [8, 11] is just such a structure
with c = 1.
p
For c = 1=2 we call the structure a B -tree.
To simplify the presentation we assume without loss
of generality that N = B k=2 for some integer k > 0. Let
S be the set of edges in . Our point-location structure
is a two-level tree structure similar to the external interval tree, developed by Arge and
p Vitter [6]. The rst
level, called the base tree , is a B -tree T over the xcoordinates of the endpoint of the segments in S . The
segments in S are stored in secondary structures associated with the nodes of T . Each node v of T is associated
with a vertical slab sv ; the root is associated with the
wholepplane. For each interior node v, sv is partitioned
into B vertical slabs s1 ; : : : ; spB , separated by vertical lines which we call slab boundaries (the dotted lines
in Figure 2), so that each slab contains the same number
of vertices of . Here si is the slab associated with the
i-th child of v. A segment e of S is stored at the highest
node v of T at which it intersects a slab boundary associated with v. Let Sv  S be the set of segments stored
at v. A leaf z stores segments whose both endpoints lie
in the interior of the slab sz . The number of segments
stored in a leaf is less than 3B 6 and they can thus be
stored in at most three blocks.
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Figure 2: A node in the base tree. For segment e we
have l = 1, r = 4. Its middle segment spans s2 and s3 .
Let v be an internal node of T , let e be a segment
of Sv , and suppose the left (resp., right) endpoint of e
lies in the vertical slab sl (resp., sr ) associated with v.
We call the subsegment e \ sl the left subsegment and
e \ sr the right subsegment of e. If r > l + 1, then the
portion of e lying in sl+1 ; : : : ; sr 1 is called the middle
subsegment; if r = l + 1, then the middle subsegment is
the intersection point of e with the common boundary
of sl and sr . See Figure 2. Let M denote the set of
middle
p subsegments of segments in Sv . For each 1 
i  B , let Li (resp., Ri ) denote the set of left (resp.,
right) subsegments that lie in the slab si . We store the
following secondary structures at v.
(i) A multislab structure v on the set of middle segments M that requires O(jMj=B ) disk blocks.

p

(ii) For each i  B , we have the following two structures:

{ A left structure Li on all segments of Li;

{ A right structure Ri on all segments of Ri .
Li and Ri , over all slabs of v, require a total of
O(jSv j=B ) blocks.
A segment in Sv is thus stored in at most three secondary structures: the multislab structure, a left structure, and a right structure. For example the segment e
in Figure 2 is stored in the multislab structure, the left
structure of s1 , and in the right structure of s4 . Each
node v requires O(jSv j=B ) space, therefore the overall
data structure requires O(N=B ) disk blocks.
bi

b i+1

Ri

Li
p

Figure 3: Answering a query.
Let + be the ray emanating from a point p in the
(+y)-direction. To nd the rst segment of S hit by
+ , we search T along a path from the root to a leaf
z , such that Sz contains p, using O(logB N ) I/Os. The
rst segment of Sz hit by + is computed by testing all
segments of Sz explicitly. At each internal node v visited
by the query procedure, we compute the rst segment
of Sv hit by + . In particular, we rst search v to nd
the rst segment of M hit by + . Next, we nd the
vertical slab si that contains p and search Li and Ri to
nd the rst segments of Li and Ri , respectively, that
intersect + (refer to Figure 3). We will show below
that each of the three operations can be performed in
O(logB N ) I/Os. By repeating this procedure for each
node and choosing the rst segment hit by + among
these O(logB N ) segments, we can answer a query in
O(log2B N ) I/Os.

Theorem 1 A monotone planar subdivision  with N

vertices can be stored in a data structure using O(N=B )
disk blocks, so that a vertical ray-shooting query can be
answered in O(log2B N ) I/O operations.

If S is an arbitrary set of disjoint segments, we
can de ne another ordering on the segments of S , as
in [17], that has essentially the same property as the
 -ordering, and prove the following (details omitted
due to space constraints).

Theorem 2 A set S of N disjoint segments can be

stored in a data structure using O(N=B ) disk blocks,
so that a vertical ray-shooting query can be answered in
O(log2B N ) I/O operations.

2.3 Left/right structures

In this subsection we sketch how to construct the left
and right structures. These structures use ideas similar
to the ones used by Cheng and Janardan [9]. We only
describe how to construct and query a left structure;
the right structure is analogous.
Let L be a set of K segments so that the right endpoints of all segments in L have the same x-coordinate,
i.e., all of them lie on a vertical line. We will use L to
denote the sequence of segments sorted by y-coordinate
of their right endpoints. We construct a B -tree L on L.
For each node v of L, let Lv  L be the set of segments stored in the subtree rooted at v. Let v be the
segment of Lv whose left endpoint has the minimum xcoordinate; v is called the minimal segment of v. At
each internal node v we store the minimal segments of
all its children. Note that each node ts in O(1) blocks
and that the tree can be constructed (bottom-up) in
O(K=B ) I/Os assuming the segments in L are sorted.
Let p be a query point, and let + (resp.,  ) be the
ray emanating from p in the (+y)-direction (resp., ( y)direction). We actually answer the ray-shooting queries
for both + and  . To do so we explore L in a topdown fashion. In the ith step, the query procedure visits
two nodes v1 and v2 at level i of L, so that among the
minimal segments stored at all level i nodes, v1 (resp.,
v2 ) contains the rst segment hit by + (resp.  ). If
+ (resp.,  ) does not intersect any of the minimal
segments, v1 (resp., v2 ) is unde ned. Note that v1 and
v2 may be the same node. When we reach the leaf level,
the leaf v1 contains the desired segment.
In the ith step, among the O(B ) minimal segments
stored at v1 and v2 , we nd the rst segment w (resp.,
z ) hit by + (resp.,  ), and set v1 to w and v2 to z .

Lemma 2 Among the minimal segments stored at level
(i + 1) nodes, w and z contain the rst segments hit by
+ and  , respectively.
The correctness of the query procedure follows from
the above lemma, therefore we obtain the following.

Lemma 3 A set L of K segments all of whose right

endpoints lie on a single vertical line can be stored in a
data structure using O(K=B ) blocks, so that a vertical
ray-shooting query can be answered in O(logB K ) time.
If L is sorted by the y-coordinates of the right endpoints,
then the structure can be constructed in O(K=B ) I/Os.

2.4 Multislab structure

We now describe the multislab structure. Let M
p be a
set of K disjoint segments whose endpoints
p have B +1
distinct x-coordinates, i.e., they lie on B + 1 vertical
lines b1 ; : : : bpB+1 . Some of the segments in M may be

p

points. For 1  i  B , let si be the vertical slab
bounded by bi and bi+1 . All vertical lines in the interior
of a slab intersect the same subset of M, so if we know
the sorted (according to  ) set of lines M0 intersecting
the slab containing the query ray, we can easily answer
the query in O(logB N ) I/Os using a B-tree on M0 .
However, we cannot a ord to construct a data structure
for each slab separately, so we will construct a single
data structure. Lemma 1 (ii) will be crucial for our
construction.
Let M denote the sequence of segments
sorted by
p
 -ordering. We rst construct a B -tree on M.
For a node v 2 , let Mv denote the subsequence of M
stored in the subtree rooted at v. We store a number of
segments of Mv at each internal node v of to facilitate the query procedure. Let w1 ; : : : ; wpB denotepthe
children of an internal node v. For 1  i; j  B ,
let ij denote the maximal segment of Mwi (in the
 -ordering) that intersects the vertical slab sj . If no
segment pof Mwi intersects
p sj , ij is unde ned. For
1  i  B; 1  j  B + 1, let ij denote the maximal segment of Mwi that intersects the vertical line bj .
If there is no
p such segment, ij is unde ned. All less
than p2B + B segments ij and ij are stored at v.
The B -tree requires O(K=B ) disk blocks and can
be constructed (bottom-up) in O(K=B ) I/Os, assuming
that Mv is sorted according to the  -ordering.
Let p be a query point and + the ray emanating from
p in the (+y)-direction. To answer the query we follow a
path from the root to a leaf z of so that Mz contains
the rst segment hit by + . At each node v visited
by the procedure we do the following: If pplies in the
interior of a slab sr , let Ev = fir j 1  i  B g. Since
all segments in Ev intersect the vertical line containing
p, by Lemma 1 and the de nition of ij , if ir is the
rst segment of Ev intersected by + , then wi contains
the rst segment of M hit by + . We therefore visit
wi next. If p lies on pthe slab boundary br , then we set
Ev = f ir j 1  i  B g and determine the child of v
that we visit next, following a similar approach.

Lemma 4 Ap set M of K disjoint segments whose endpoints have B + 1 distinct endpoints can be stored in
a data structure using O(N=B ) blocks, so that a vertical
ray-shooting query can be answered in O(logB K ) I/Os.
If M is sorted according to  then the structure can
be constructed in O(N=B ) I/Os.
If we store both \maximal" and \minimal" segments
in the internal nodes of , it is possible to nd the
rst segment hit by  as well. Note that the above
lemma can also be used to determine whether a segment
2 M: the query ray is the ray emanating from the left
endpoint of ; 2 M if the query procedure returns
itself.

3 Dynamic Point Location
In this section we show how to dynamize the data structure described in the previous section. Preparata and
Tamassia [21] showed that the operations of inserting
or deleting a chain of edges between two existing vertices are complete for monotone subdivisions (i.e., an
arbitrary subdivision can be assembled or dissembled
using O(N ) such operations). Because of space constraints, we only consider the insertion of a single edge
in this extended abstract. Insertion (and deletion) of a
chain of edges can be handled using a similar, though
more involved, procedure. Recall that an update is admissible only if the subdivision remains monotone and
planar after the update operation. It can be checked in
O(logB N ) I/Os if an update is admissible using a modi ed version of the normal internal memory algorithm.
Details will appear in the full paper.
In order to dynamize our data structure, we need ecient procedures for updating the base tree (when endpoints are inserted/deleted) and the secondary structures (when segments are inserted/deleted). Using the
normal B-tree updating procedures the base tree can be
updated in O(logB N ) I/Os. However, as rebalancing is
done by splitting and fusing nodes we need to rebuild
the corresponding secondary structures when performing such an operation. As in [6], we use a weight balanced B-tree to implement the base tree, in which a
node v with  elements in its subtrees can only be involved in a rebalance operation for every ( ) updates
that access v. This allows us to rebalance the base tree
I/O-eciently while maintaining the secondary structures. Details will appear in the full paper.
To insert a new segment e we traverse down the base
tree, using O(logB N ) I/Os, to nd the rst node v at
which e intersects one or more slab boundaries. Then
we insert the left, right, and middle subsegments of e in
the left, right, and multislab structures stored at v. A
segment can be inserted into a left or right structures in
O(logB N ) I/Os using a slightly modi ed version of the
standard B-tree insert procedure. The dicult part is
updating the multislab structure. There are two main
diculties: First, insertion of an edge may change the
 ordering considerably, so we may have to rearrange
multislab structures at many nodes of the base tree.
Second, it seems impossible to determine in O(1) I/Os
whether ei  ej , for two edges ei ; ej 2 , and thus a
segment cannot be inserted in a multislab structure using the standard B-tree insertion algorithm. The key to
perform the update eciently, is to maintain a second
data structure on the  -ordering of the whole subdivision. In Section 3.1 we rst describe how to maintain
this structure during insertions, and then in Section 3.2
we explain how to use it to update the multislab structures.

3.1 Updating 

In order to update the  -ordering as  changes dynamically, we extend the  -ordering to include vertices and faces of . Let  be the dual graph of ,
as de ned in the previous section. Recall that the dual
of a vertex (resp., face) of  is a face (resp., vertex) in
 . We refer to the vertices, edges, and faces of  or
 as its features. For each feature  of  or  , we
de ne two vertices l() and r(). If  is a vertex, then
l() = r() = . If  is a directed edge ( ; ), then
l() = and r() = . The boundary of a face  of 
(or  ) consists of two paths from a vertex to another
vertex . We set l() = and r() = . We say that
there is a path from a feature 1 to another feature 2
of  if there is a path in  from r(1 ) to l(2 ). For two
features i ; j 2 , we de ne i  j if either there
is a path from i to j in  or a path from i to j
in the dual graph  . As argued in [24],  is a total
order on the features of . Let hi denote the sequence
of all features of  sorted by . The following lemma
is due to Tamassia and Preparata [24] (refer to Figure 4
for case (iv)).

Lemma 5 (Tamassia-Preparata [24]) Let  be a

monotone planar subdivision, and let 0 be the subdivision obtained after inserting an edge e = ( ; ) that
splits the face f of  into two faces f1 ; f2 , with f1 lying
to the left of e. Then h0 i can be obtained from hi as
follows.
(i)   f :
hi = A B CfD =) h0 i = A Bf1 e Cf2 D.
(ii) f   :
hi = AfB C D =) h0 i = Af1 B ef2 C D.
(iii)  f  :
hi = A BfC D =) h0 i = A Bf1 ef2 C D.
(iv)  f  :
hi = A BfC D =) h0 i = Af1 C e Bf2 D.

In order to maintain hi eciently, we store it in a
level-balanced B-tree, denoted by , in which each node
D
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Theorem 3 For a monotone planar subdivision ,
hi can
be maintained after an insert operation in
O(log2B N ) I/Os amortized
We will perform two types of queries on . First,
given two features 1 ; 2 of , determine whether 1 
2 . To do so we follow the parent pointers from the
leaves storing 1 and 2 , in O(logB N ) I/Os, until we
reach their lowest common ancestor in . We can then
easily determine whether the leaf storing 1 lies to the
left of that storing 2 .

Lemma 6 The relative order of two features of  (according to  ) can be determined in O(logB N ) I/Os.
Second, let be a vertex of , and let ` be a vertical
line that lies between and t. Find the edge on the
bottom-most path from to t intersecting `. Suppose
at each node v of , we also store the rightmost endpoint among all the edges stored in the subtree of 
rooted at v. (As  changes, this information can easily be updated without using additional I/Os.) We can
then answer the query as follows: We follow the parent
pointers, starting from the leaf of  storing , until we
reach a node w so that the right endpoint stored at w
lies to the right of `. We then follow the leftmost possible path in the subtree of  rooted at w so that at each
node the rightmost endpoint lies to the right of `. The
leaf reached in this way stores the desired edge of .

Lemma 7 For a vertex 2  and a vertical line `, we

D

α

C
t

s

also stores a pointer to its parent. In the most involved
case (case (iv)) we need to swap two subsequences in
hi and perform a constant number of insertions and
deletions next to , , and f . Assuming that we have
pointers to ; , and f in the leaves of , we can update
hi using O(1) insert, delete, split, and merge operations, provided that we can compute the paths from the
root of  to the leaves containing ; , and f . These
paths can easily be found using the parent pointers. (It
is not possible to do a root-leaf search for a given feature, as we cannot directly compare two features). As
we will show in the next section, level-balanced B-trees
support each of the above operations in O(log2B N ) I/Os
amortized.

B

we can nd in O(logB N ) I/Os the edge of the bottommost path from to t that intersects `.

3.2 Maintaining the multislab structure

Figure 4: Inserting e = ( ; ) when  f 
(A BfC D ! Af1 C e Bf2 D). A, B , C , and D are
de ned by the topmost path from s to and from s to
, and bottommost path from to t and from to t.

We now describe how to maintain the multislab structures. We will see that although the segments in a multislab structure are ordered according
p to  -ordering,
we can still store them in a normal B -tree, i.e., parent
pointers are not required. Suppose we insert an edge

e = ( ; ) into a face f of , which is to be stored at a
node v of the base tree. We assume that the pointers to
the leaves of  storing ; , and f are given. In cases
(i){(iii) of Lemma 5, -ordering remains the same except that e is inserted, so we simply insert the middle
subsegment of e into v . In case (iv), the  -ordering
changes and thus we may have to modify the multislab
structure at many nodes of the base tree. However, we
can prove the following (proof omitted):

Lemma 8 Let e = ( ; ) be an edge to be inserted into
a face f where  f  , so that hi changes from

A BfC D to Af1 C e Bf2 D. Let v be the node in
the base tree T at which e is to be stored. Insertion of e
does not a ect the  ordering for Mw if w is not an
ancestor of v.
Hence, in all cases, only the multislab structures at v
and possibly its O(logB N ) ancestors are changed. At
each such node w, we perform two steps: (i) re-organize
the multislab structure w to make it consistent with
the new  -ordering, and (ii) update the maximal segments ij and ij at the nodes a ected by the update
procedure. The second step is relatively easy to handle,
so we just describe step (i). Let A; B; C; and D be the
same as in Lemma 5. Let Aw be the set of middle subsegments of segments in A \ Sw ; de ne Bw ; Cw , and Dw
similarly. Sw = Aw [ Bw [ Cw [ Dw . We rst split w
into four B -trees TA ; TB ; TC ; TD , by performing three
split operations, which store Aw ; Bw ; Cw , and Dw , respectively. Then we merge TA with Tc and TB with TD ,
and merge the two resulting trees together to obtain the
structure w consistent with the new  -ordering. Finally, if w = v, we insert the middle subsegment of e into
the new w . In order to perform the splits eciently,
we have to nd the paths from the root to the leaves
storing the rst segments of Bw ; Cw , and Dw . The following lemma suggests a way to nd the rst segment
of Bw .

Lemma 9 Let e = ( ; ) be an edge to be inserted into
a face f where  f  , so that hi changes

from A BfC D to Af1 C e Bf2 D. Suppose e is to be
stored at a node v of the base tree. Let w be an ancestor
of the node v, and let si be the vertical slab si of w in
which lies. Let be the rst segment on the path from
to t that intersects the right boundary bi+1 of si .
Suppose Bw 6= ; and the rst segment of Bw is the
middle subsegment of  2 Sw . Then either  = or 
is the segment of Sw lying immediately above the point
\ bi+1 .
Proof : We rst prove that  intersects bi+1 . Assume
that this is not the case; then  must intersect some
other boundary bj to the right of bi+1 . Now all segments
on the path from to the left endpoint of  belong to B

and are smaller than  in the -ordering. Since their
middle subsegments are not in Bw , they must be stored
at other nodes. One of these segments  0 must cross
bi+1 | its left endpoint lies to the right of (or on)
and it right endpoint lies to the left of (or on) the left
endpoint of  . This contradicts the fact that  0 is stored
in another node.
Since  intersects bi+1 , if  6= , then   and
therefore  lies above the point \ bi+1 . Refer to Figure 5. This completes the proof of the lemma.

β

ξ
B

γ
si
bi+1

Figure 5: Proof of Lemma 9.
Using Lemma 9, we can compute the rst segment
of Bw as follows. Using Lemma 7, we can nd in
O(logB N ) I/Os the rst segment of B that intersects the vertical line bi+1 . If 2= Bw , then we nd the
segment  in Mw immediately above the point \ bi+1
in O(logB N ) I/Os using Lemma 4. Next we check in
O(logB N ) I/Os, using Lemma 6, whether   f . If
the answer is \no," then Bw = ;, otherwise  is the rst
segment of Bw . Note that since the query procedure
for nding  traverses the path from the root of w to
the leaf storing  , we have actually found the path to
split w along (i.e., parent pointers are not needed).
Similarly, we can nd the rst segments
p of Cw and Dw ,
as required, and split w into four B -trees. Details
will appear in the full paper. Putting everything together, we conclude that we in total use O(logB N ) I/Os
in each of O(logB N ) nodes to maintain the multislab
structures. Thus we have obtained the following:

Theorem 4 There exists a data structure using

O(N=B ) blocks to store a monotone subdivision of
size N , such that a vertical ray shooting query can be
answered in O(log2B N ) I/Os worst case and such that
updates can be performed in O(log2B N ) I/Os amortized.

4 Level-Balanced B-Trees
Normal B-trees do not contain parent pointers and thus
one cannot follow a leaf-root path in such trees as
needed in our dynamic point-location structure. Augmenting B-trees with parent pointers leads to an undesirable (B logB N ) I/O bound for the split operation,
the reason being that (logB N ) B-tree nodes are split
and fused when performing a split and in each such operation (B ) parent pointers need to be updated.

In this section we describe level-balanced B-trees,
which support insert, delete, split, and merge operations while maintaining parent pointers as needed in
our dynamic point-location structure. The main new
properties that allow us to perform all the above operations I/O-eciently are that we (i) allow the degree of
a node to be arbitrarily small, and (ii) allow disk blocks
to contain several nodes. By doing so we avoid fusing
nodes altogether and we are able to split a node in a constant number of I/Os. Note that when we allow nodes
to have degree o(B ) we need some other way of assuring
that the tree has height O(logB N ). We do so by imposing an invariant on the number of nodes on a given level
of the tree, and rebuilding the nodes at a level whenever
the invariant is violated. (Thus the name level-balanced
B-trees.) In the next subsection we describe the general
idea in level-balancing without discussing parent pointers and how the tree are layed out on disk blocks. In
Section 4.2 we then sketch how to adopt the technique
to external memory while maintaining parent pointers.

4.1 Level-balanced trees

A level-balanced tree of degree b is similar to a (1; b)tree, i.e., all leaves are on the same level and all internal
nodes have degree between one and b. To simplify our
arguments, we assume that b is a power of 2 and 3 (that
is, b = 6k for some integer k  0). Since we allow split
operations, we will show how to maintain a collection
of trees (also called a forest ) with a total of N leaves.
As discussed, we impose an invariant on the number of
nodes on a given level in order to bound the height of
the trees. Set Ni = N=( 3b )i . We de ne the level of a
node v to be the number of edges in a path from v to
a leaf (i.e., leaves are on level zero), and maintain the
following level invariant for all levels:
The number of non-root nodes at level i in the
forest is at most 2Ni.

The invariant insures that the height of a tree is
bounded by a function of the total number of leaves
in the forest.

Lemma 10 The height of all trees in the forest is

O(logb N ).

Update operations are now basically performed as in
(1; b)-trees: To insert a new leaf e next to an existing
leaf e0 , e is added to the child list of the parent p of e0 .
If p now has b + 1 children, p is split into two nodes
of degree b=2 and b=2 + 1. The newly created node is
recursively added to the parent of p. To delete a leaf z ,
we remove z from the tree. If the degree of the parent of
z becomes zero, the parent is recursively deleted. (Note
that no node fusions are performed).

To merge two trees of equal height h, we create a node
at level h +1 and make the two roots the children of the
new node. To merge two trees of height h1 and h2 , with
h1 < h2 , we make the root of the tree of height h1 a new
child of the rightmost or leftmost node at level h1 + 1
of the other tree. If this node now has degree b + 1, we
recursively split the node as in insertions. To perform
a split operation at a leaf e, we split the ancestor nodes
of e so that e becomes the leftmost leaf of one of the
resulting trees. The degree of ancestors of e may now
be arbitrarily small, but we allow nodes to have small
degrees, so no rebalancing (node fusion) is needed unless
the level invariant is violated.
One main property of the operations above is summarized in the following lemma.

Lemma 11 Insert, delete, split, and merge operations
create at most one new node (perform one node split)
at each level in the forest.
After performing one of the above operations the resulting trees are (1; b)-trees, but the level invariant may
be violated. If the level invariant is violated, we apply
the following level rebuilding strategy: Let h be the lowest level for which the level invariant is violated (recall
that the leaves are on level 0). For each tree T rooted at
a level greater than h we simply replace level h and the
subtree of T above level h with a new subtree in which
all nodes, except possibly for the root, have degree at
least b=2 and at most b.
Note that before the level rebuilding there are 2Nh +1
non-root nodes at level h with a total of at most 2Nh 1
children, i.e., the average degree of the nodes at level
h is less than 3b . After the rebuilding, each non-root
node has degree at least b=2 and the number of nonroot nodes on level h is at most 2Nh 1=( 2b )  34 Nh .
The rebuilding step reduces the number of non-root
nodes at level h by increasing the average degree of the
nodes at level h. In general, the number of non-root
nodes at level i  h in the resulting forest is at most
2Nh 1=( 2b )i h+1  34 Ni . This means that (Ni ) nodes
now need to be created at level i  h before the level
invariant can be violated for level i. Since each tree operation creates O(logb N ) nodes (Lemma 11) and (Ni )
nodes are rebuilt before the level invariant is violated
for level i again, we obtain the following.

Lemma 12 The operations insert, delete, split, and
merge each rebuild O(logb N ) nodes in the amortized
sense.
4.2 External-memory representation
We now sketch how to lay out level-balanced trees on
disk blocks and how to maintain parent pointers during

insert, delete, split, and merge operations. As mentioned, the key property that allows us to maintain parent pointers I/O-eciently is that we allow each disk
block to store several nodes. When splitting a node we
can thus keep both resulting nodes in the same original block and avoid updating the parent pointers of the
a ected children.
We represent each node v in a level-balanced B-tree
by up to b + 1 constant-size records: One node record
and between 1 and b child records. For each level i,
node records of all nodes at level i are stored in a sequence of disk blocks such that each disk block contains
(B ) records. All child records at level i are stored in
another sequence of blocks such that each disk block
contains (B ) records and such that all child records of
a node are stored in the same block. (We require that
all records in a block are from the same level). Note that
the node and the child records of a node v are stored in
di erent disk blocks.
Each child record of a node v stores a pointer to the
node record of v and a pointer to the node record of a
child node. The child records are kept in left-to-right order in a double linked list. The node record of v stores
a pointer to the left-most child record of v, as well a
pointer to a child record of the parent of v (which stores
a pointer to the node record of v). A pointer is represented as a pair consisting of a disk block identi er and
a record o set within the block (for example the pointer
(27; 95) would point to record 95 in disk block number
27). Note that because of the way records are stored in
blocks, it is possible to update the parent pointer in the
node record of v without having to load the child records
of v, which in turn means that all the parent pointers of
a level with X nodes can be updated in O(X=B ) I/Os.
This will be crucial when rebuilding a level.
It is easy to realize that except for node splitting
and level rebuilding, each operation as described in Section 4.1 can be performed in O(logb N ) I/Os (the height
of the tree). Thus we only sketch how to split a node
I/O-eciently and how to rebuild a level I/O-eciently.
Details will appear in the full paper.
Assume that 2b  B . A node can be split as follows:
First the double linked list of child records are updated
to re ect the split. Then a new node record is created
and the pointers between the node record and the child
records are set up. Finally, we have to create a new child
record at the parent. There are two cases to consider.
If the disk block storing the child list of the parent has
space left for an additional child record, we create the
new child record in the block. Otherwise, we rst move
between 41 B and 43 B of the child records to a new disk
block and update the a ected pointers with O(B ) I/Os
before creating the new child record.
Except for the creation of the new child record, a
split can be done in O(1) I/Os as only records in a

constant number of blocks are updated. It can be shown
that a new child record can be created with O(1) I/Os
amortized.

Lemma 13 A node in a level-balanced B-tree can be
split in O(1) I/Os amortized.

The level i of the forest is rebuilt as follows: First, we
visit the level-i nodes of all trees rooted at level greater
than i and generate a list of pointers to the children at
level i 1, using O(Ni ) I/Os. Using another O(Ni ) I/Os
we then reconstruct the nodes at levels i; i + 1; : : : , as
previously described, so that all new nodes have degree
between b=2 and b and so that each disk block stores at
most B=2 records. Finally, we need to update the parent
pointers of the node records at level i 1. In order to
do so we rst scan the child records of level-i nodes. For
each child record r visited, we construct the pair (p; q),
where p is the pointer (to the node record at level i 1)
stored at r, and q is the pointer to r itself. We then sort
these pairs using p as the key, in O( NBi 1 logM=B NBi 1 )
I/Os; let L be the sorted list. Finally, we scan L and the
sequence of node records at level i 1 simultaneously,
and for each pair (p; e) 2 L, we set the parent pointer in
the node record p at level i 1 to e. This step requires
O(Ni 1 =B ) I/Os. The total
number of I/Os used to
rebuild level i is O(Ni + NBi 1 logM=B NBi 1 + NBi 1 ) =
O(Ni (1 + Bb logM=B NBi )).

Lemma 14 Level i of a forest of level-balanced B-trees
can be rebuilt in O(Ni (1 + Bb logM=B NB ) I/Os.
Since tree operations create at most one node at each
of the O(logb N ) levels (Lemma 11), level i is only rebuilt once every (Ni ) tree operations. Thus the amortized cost of rebuilding level i is O(1 + Bb logM=B NBi )
I/Os per tree operation. The number of I/Os charged
to each tree operation for rebuilding steps is thus
O((1 + Bb logM=B NB ) logb N ). Since all other steps require O(logb N ) I/Os, we obtain the following.

Theorem 5 A set of N elements can be stored in a forest of level-balanced B-tree using O(N=B ) blocks, such
that insert, delete, split, merge operations can be performed in O((1 + Bb logM=B NB ) logb N ) I/Os amortized,
2  b  B=2, while maintaining parent pointers.
Choosing b = logBB and using the fact Bb logM=B NB =
 logB N , we obtain the following.

logM=B NB
log B

Corollary 1 A set of N elements can be stored in a for-

est of level-balanced B-tree using O(N=B ) blocks, such
that insert, delete, split, merge operations can be performed in O(log2B N ) I/Os amortized while maintaining
parent pointers.

5 Conclusions
In this paper we have developed an I/O-ecient dynamic data structure for point location in monotone
subdivisions. Part of the data structure is a novel
search tree rebalancing technique which allows for efcient maintenance of parent pointers in B-trees. The
most challenging open problem is of cause to extend our
technique to general planar subdivisions.
We believe that the techniques developed in this paper can be used to obtain I/O-ecient data structures for a number of other problems. For example, a planar st-graph of size N can be maintained in
O((1 + Bb logM=B NB ) logb N ) I/Os for 2  b  B=2,
so that reachability queries in it can be answered in
O(logB N ) I/Os [24]. We believe that our techniques
can be used to develop external dynamic data structures
for more general ray-shooting queries and to obtain an
ecient external memory data structure for three dimensional point location.
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